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2016-03-07 Stand Up Meeting notes
Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Brock 
Angelo Continue work on 

 

 - GEOD-754 Remove Play from 

Geodashboard DONE

Ingest missing data for IMLCZO while the parser 
was down

 

Rob 
Kooper

   

Jong Lee
NIST-CORE NIST-CORE

Rui Liu
BD sprint task
Earthcube 0.3 task

BD sprint task: BD-1009 done coding, testing, checking in, fixing build 
errors, building docker images, demo. Finished integration testing with Inna 
on TC/EM integration. Helped Sandeep on design and using 2nd mongo 
conn in TC.
Earthcube 0.3 task: Done ECGS-75, helped Yao Hu install ESMF.
Took Title IX training.

Kenton 
McHenry BD Sprint

RDA table of NDS components
LSST staffing
BD2K engagement

BD Sprint
LSST Staffing
NDSC5 planning
NDS WBS
BD2K Engagement
EarthCube proposal

Christoph
er 
Navarro

BD - help with BD service demo for sprint
NIST - code review, clean up build features to 
remove source plugins, finish tornado building 
damage

BD - reviewed and provided feedback on bdfiddle
NIST - code review, fixed bugs, cleaned up extraneous source plugins in 
build, finished tornado building damage
CyberSEES - tested rhessys workflow using climate station and provided it 
for the GI designer

Luigi 
Marini

 
SEAD pull requests
BD sprint planning
Earth Cube proposal
GLM caching

Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - JIRA tasks, finish , start CATS-390 CATS-

, , 404 CATS-456 CATS-459
MDF - NDS/2016-03-07+Kickoff
MWRD - Chicago meeting Tue, slides

SEAD - JIRA tasks some done
MDF - NDS/2016-03-07+Kickoff
MWRD - done

Smruti 
Padhy BD

Sprint task
XSEDE paper writing
iPRES paper

SDN
Check the packets ordering on leaving switch 
interface. Use pcap to write a program to do 
so.
Edit IEEE TDSC journal paper based on Sibin
/Rakesh comments

LSST staffing
Tuesday off

BD
Sprint task - Hands on tutorial on keys/tokens support by Luigi and 
started working on R client
XSEDE Paper writing - abstract, intro started, discussion with Rob
iPRES paper writing - BD Overview, Building tools section, Discussion 
with Greg and decided on a workflow for the paper and modified the 
paper outline.

SDN
Read pcap, tcpdump - decided to use tcpdump for packet analysis
No comments on Journal paper
Tested HTB classification with two traffic flow - which is now working

Tuesday off
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Sandeep 
Puthanve
etil 
Satheesan

 
BD

Sprint tasks
DEBOD

Worked on handwritten digit recognition
VAT

Developed feature to check for user authorization when searching for 
similar shots -issued pull request

Inna 
Zharnitsky

BD Tool Catalog - After discussing with Kenton, 
created several new tasks related to improving user 
experience and some bug fixing. Continue working on 
my tasks.

BD Tool Catalog - working on my Sprint tasks

Marcus 
Slavenas GLTG

continuous parsing of usgs data
BD

sprint tasks
converter repo improvements
continue browndog matlab client 
development

IARP
install caltech extractor on comet

GLTG
coding nitrate/discharge gap filling for continuous parsing

mostly done - issue with streams endpoint returning time in 
different formats

meetings with Iowa and St. Paul/Minneapolis gov agencies
BD

sprint meetings/docker meeting/api gateway meeting
Work with template converter
large uploading of files for GI use case running to dts-dev

Not all files being run through extractor???

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

SEAD:

Work on refactoring users to miniuser on most 
models.

CyberSEES:

Make the recommended improvements from the 
closing meeting.

SEAD:

Work on refactoring users to miniuser on most models.

CyberSEES:

Make the recommended improvements from the closing meeting.
Look into integrating new workflows into the gidesigner

Yong 
Wook 
Kim

Write Wildfire Analysis
 

Omar 
Elabd Test NGAs

Submit Pull Requests
Tested NGAs (CB and ASK)
Analysis Workflows
Out Wednesday

Maxwell 
Burnette task cleanup/documentation writing for TERRA 

meeting prep
TBD

 

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Yan Zhao
SEAD

fix pull request's bugs
MSC

introduction & experiment part of glomerulus 
detection

SEAD
fix bugs in CATS-399
SEAD-962

MSC
first draft
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